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Currency Main focus of the week (S-T view) 

EUR Signs of topping out. EUR needs solid earnings/upbeat sentiment to keep pushing higher near term   

USD Earnings to drive USD sentiment as Fed speakers fall quiet ahead of 1 Feb FOMC   

JPY BoJ likely to enjoy an easier week, but the speculators will be back in due course. A pause for JPY     

GBP GBP due a breather. Macro drivers unlikely to provide much support          

 
Overnight comment – DXY on the slide 

US stocks pared steep losses to end the session little changed. Upbeat earnings after 
the US close helped most Asian stocks push higher, led by the Hang Seng as it opened 
after the Lunar New Year break. UST yields were little changed while the US dollar was 
under pressure as safe haven demand eased further, with the DXY index touching 
101.50, the lowest since May-22.     
 
In Japan, PPI services prices continued to ease off the June high. MoF’s weekly flows 
data showed Japanese investors as modest net sellers of overseas bonds. Flows here 
have been more choppy of late – a sharp contrast from the heavy selling seen through 
2022. The BoJ’s summary of opinions showed high hopes that fund supply ops would 

help the stable formation of the yield curve. The Board was divided on the outlook for 
wages and prices. Our thoughts here is that the 3 most senior members are due to be 
replaced soon and the view of their replacements will drive policy. USD/JPY jumped 
towards the end of the session and sits around 129.65.     

 
EUR/USD remains bid and pushed higher for most of the Asian session touching a 9-
month high before running into some profit taking late in the session. EUR/USD sits 
around the 1.0920 level at the start of the European session. In the UK, the ICAW 

survey showed business sentiment at its lowest since 2009 in the wake of the rise in 
corporation tax and the reduction in the government energy support package. A tight 
labour market remains an on-going problem. USD/GBP was little changed through the 
Asian session trading around the 1.2390 level as European trade gets underway.      
              

Today’s Major Events and Data Releases 

Events over coming 24 hours Survey/Prev 

UK – CBI Distributive trades, sales (DI, Jan) --/-5 

US – Weekly Jobless claims (k) 205/190 

US – GDP (%saar, Q4) 2.6/3.2 

US – Trade balance ($bn, Dec) -88.1/-83.3 

US – Durable goods (%MoM, Dec) 2.5/-2.1 

US – New home sales (%MoM, Dec) -4.5/5.8 

   Source: Bloomberg 

 
Europe. In Europe, it is quiet on the data front. There are no eurozone data and only the 

CBI distributive trades survey in the UK. Earnings season is starting to pick up.           
  
US. Its data Thursday. GDP will be the main focus. Despite the declines in retail sales at 

the back end of the quarter, Q4 consumption is likely to be solid, with housing the biggest 
drag. A consensus-like 2.6%saar gain will put a solid base effect into 2023. Claims are 
set to pick up a little after a dip last week that seemed to be artificially depressed. Trade, 
durable good and new home sales are also due. Earnings remain a focus.   

Market Summary 
(Source: Bloomberg)  
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Currency comment(s) 
 
Eurozone recession to be mild if at all 

We have revised up our 2023 eurozone GDP forecast higher by 0.5pp and we now expect that annual 2023 GDP will rise 
0.3%. We still see two consecutive quarters of negative growth but the recession is very mild. Indeed, it could easily be revised 
away when the final GDP revisions are released or could fail to materialise if energy prices keep declining.  
 
This is quite a turnaround from the summer when there were discussions about energy supply, rationing and the prioritisation 
of some users over others. Gas storage in the EU is running ~15% above usual levels thanks to very benign weather. In 
addition, companies are being more efficient in their energy usage. Bloomberg calculates that gas usage in the German 
manufacturing sector is down ~25% but production is close to flat. Companies have switched to alternative fuel sources easing 
gas demand, while governments have moved to build LNG import facilities, boosting supply. Energy prices are the prime driver 
behind the upgrade to the Eurozone growth outlook but China re-opening is also a factor, especially for Germany whose trade 
ties with China are deepest.  
 
A key point here is that the draw on storage has been so limited that it is removing a lot of the anxiety around next winter, 
when many were worried that with zero Russian gas Europe could really struggle. So far so good. Our baseline is that the 
Ukraine conflict remains on-going through much of 2023 but does not broaden beyond Ukraine’s borders.  
 
Against this backdrop we now see the ECB hiking by 50bp at both the 2 February and 16 March ECB meetings, with a further 
25bp hike at the 4 May meeting. This would take the depo rate 125bp higher to 3.25%, equalling the high ahead of the 2007 
financial crisis. Also note that the large T-LTRO expires in June and with the mild QT that the ECB has currently sanctioned, 
the ECB’s balance sheet will shrink faster than the Fed’s this year. ECB commentary has been very vocal on the point of 
additional 50bp hikes (plural) and the minutes of the December meeting suggest that the cost of not going 75bp at that meeting 

was a series of 50bp hikes. Technically a second 50bp hike in early Feb would fulfil the criteria of multiple 50bp hikes but the 
hawks do not sound as if that would satisfy them and event some of the more centrist members have voiced support for 50bp 
hikes continuing beyond February. We do not expect that the activity data will deteriorate significantly by the time of the March 
ECB meeting, nor will the core CPI outlook improve a great deal in the end-January and February-end prints. It will likely nudge 
lower at the headline level but core is not likely to move much. This will mean limited impediments to a 50bp hike in mid-March. 
By May, we expect that other central banks will be bringing their rate hike cycles to an end. The ECB was a late starter and 
we expect it will be among the last to end its hiking cycle and thus we expect a final hike in May. We expect policy to be 
unchanged in H2 as the ECB waits for the inflation picture to improve.        
          
            

Limited draw on gas supplies is boosting the outlook…But ECB to keep its foot on the gas near term  

 
 

Source: Bloomberg 
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Market pricing of ECB policy rate 

No of 25bp hikes priced in (rhs) Implied policy rate (%, lhs)

Mizuho estimate (%, lhs)

FX forecasts (as of 5 Jan) Current Q1 23 Q2 23 Q3 23 Q4 23

USD/JPY 131 127 123 121 121

EUR/USD 1.06 1.05 1.06 1.08 1.10

GBP/USD 1.21 1.21 1.23 1.27 1.31

EUR/GBP 0.88 0.87 0.86 0.85 0.84

EUR/JPY 139 133 130 131 133

GBP/JPY 159 154 151 154 159
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